AHG/INGOs Meeting
OCTOBER 15th, PHILIPPINES ROOM (C277) 10,00-12,30 at FAO HQs Rome-via delle Terme di Caracalla

Members of the Adhoc Group
High ranking INGOs officials from different countries
DG, Assistants and H. Officials from various Units and Teams at FAO

are kindly invited to this Special Meeting (in the Eve of 2013 WFD) in support to aims and objectives of FAO to eradicate hunger and poverty (theme of WFD and strategic MDG n°1)

The AD HOC GROUP of INGOs will represent the good position of its organizations to inform and advice its membership on

1- Zero-Hunger approach to Programs/Campaigns, Presentation of the HandBook to End Hunger Now
Author B.Corke (IAW and ACWW representative)

2- Voluntary Guidelines on the Governance of Tenure
(also with) The Italian version of the booklet Making it Happen will be presented;

3- Listen to Any other business and proposed contributions at regional and national level during 2014 (IYFF, the ICN, Forum, RCs)

Best regards,

Cristina Gorajski Visconti
Adhoc Group Coordinator /BPW Int. representative

visconti.cristinagonajski@gmail.com

Secretary avv. Francesco Campagna
avv.campagna@gmail.com